Both photoemission and Auger peaks showed large extra atomic relaxation energies. The Na valence band shows approxi-1/2 mately the expected E shape, but it is somewhat anomalous.
We have observed x-ray photoelectron spectra from clean surfaces of sodium and lithium. They show multiple plasmon satellite structure on all peaks, with plasmon energies hw (bulk) Torr. Carbon and oxygen ls lines from possible surface contamination were undetectable. Figure 1 shows the Na ls and Li ls lines with their characteristic plasmon loss structures. The Na ls, Na 2s, Na 2p, and Li ls lines each show a surface plasmon loss peak, plus 5, 4, 3, and 2 bulk plasmon peaks, respectively. Plasmon frequencies wp are set out in Table I TheE~ results are systematically lower than EB . 12 13 values for free atoms, as estimated either from opt1cal plus x-r~ data or from theoretical free-atom vaJ.ues. 14 The latter two are in excellent agreement (Table II) . These results appear to provide particularly clear examples of extra-atomic relaxation. The last column in Table II gives estimates of extra-:
. . 3 atomic relaxation shifts from a simple "equivalent-cores" model that assumes complete screening in the atomic cell, using Mann's 15 Slater integrals. In this model the Li ls shift, for example, would be given by
is the two-electron interaction between the K hole and the screening electron. The very good agreement of the last column in Table II with the preceding two strongly supports this model.
Auger energy shifts from extra-atomic relaxation are even larger, because two holes are screened in the final state. Again a simple "equivalent cores" screening model 2 predicts extra-atomic relaxation energies in (Table II . These large Auger extra-atomic relaxation energies should be very useful in surface-physics studies.
The lithium valence-band cross-section was too small to give usable spectra in 20 hours. The valence-band spectrum of sodium (Fig. 3 ) agrees roughly in shape and width with the x-ray emission spectrum. 16 Of course x-ray photoemissiori and x-ray emission and absorption are very different processes, and the spec.tra need not be identical. Fig. 1 . Sodium and lithium ls lines, with characteristic plasmon structure.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
The Li P 1 peak is slightly enhanced in this spectrum from Na 2s contamination. -- .,, ... .. 
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